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With privately-awned residential, industrial and .commercial
buildings accounting for more than half of the territories' total
housing stock, managene_nt problem of these buildings is of parti-
cular significance. The on-going Government policy towards the
problem is to leave the management tasks carried out by either
the developers or the owners corporations set up in accordance
with the Multi-storey Buildings (Owners Incorporation) Ordinance
or the Deed of Mutual Covenants, subject to the control of various
releveant legislations.
The past record showed the inadequacy of this system. The
procedures for setting up owners corporations are too cmplicated
to follow. The developers' self-interest and apathetic individual
owners make the management tasks difficult to accarplish. Lack of
staff resources and coordination anong various departments render
the Government quite ineffective in enforcing adequate legislative
control. The situation is soon deteriorating into deplorable
state.
Social concern for better housing management is growing. The
Government, reacting to the situation, launched a Pilot Scheme to
study the present state and possible inprovements. A full-scale
report was published in September, 1983, putting forth a host of
recannendations. The main thrust is to enhance Government' s input
in the management process.
This Research Report atterpts to study the present state of
private housing management and deficiency of the existing mechanism.
140re Government involvement in this problematic area is urged and
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Housing Management is essentially the management
of a scarce resource affecting the well-beings of
thousands of people in our society.
The Population Scene and Eergence of High-density,
High-rise Developrtnt Pattern
With an area of 1061 sq.km. housing a total population of over
5.4 million, Hong Kong is now one of the most densely populated
places in the world. The overall density is 5020 persons per sq.km.
with wide regional variances, reaching 28,000 persons per sq.km. in
urban areas and 165,000 persons per sq.km. in Shamshuipo. 1
Against this background, one could easily envisage housing
need as one of the basic social needs. This fundamental need for
shelter coupled with the hilly topography and scarce supply of
developable urban land leave very limited alternatives but to choose
high-rise, high-density development as a viable strategy to maximize
the utilization and return frcam developing expensive land.
The dominance of this particular type of development pattern
poses special complications to the problem of housing management.
Managing high-density, high-rise buildings requires more knowledge
of building amenities and maintence. andof how to effectively
ensure and promote proper use of the common parts.2 The mis-
Hong Kong 1984, Hong Kong: Hong Kong Government Printer,
1984, p.235.
2 Cmmon parts are usually defined in the Deed of Mutual Cov-
enants. For buildings which do not have Deed of Mutual Covenants
reference is to be made to the First Schedule of the Multi-Storey
Buildings (owners Incorporation) Ordinance. See Appendix (A) for
contents of the said Schedule.
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management of these buildings will not only shorten their useful life
and deprive the occupants from full enjoyment of their premises, but
also threaten the surrounding environ rent.
The Private Housing Sector
According to the 1981 Census, the total number of private
housing stock was recorded at 452,618 units. 3 This number did not
include industrial flats. These privately-owned buildings, unlike
their counterparts in the public sector, are not managed by a
centralised body. There are relatively fewer problems in the public
housing estates or government-run factory buildings because they
are efficiently managed by a pretty well-organized Housing Department
whereas the quality of the management of private buildings varies
tremendously from excellent to poor.
Under the existing legislations, the privately-owned buildings
are to be managed by owners corporations established in accordance
with either the provisions of the Multi-Storey Buildings (Owners
Incorporation) Ordinance or the Deed of Mutual Covenants. 4 Con-
sisting of individual owners, the corporations are charged with
the responsibility of managing the carmon parts of the buildings
and other related aspects, with or without employing a management
company. The office-bearers of these owners corporations are all
amateurs working with little source of assistance.
3 Source of information: 1981 Census. See Appendix (B) for
distribution by districts.
4 Both are legal instruments governing the respestive rights
of individual owners of a building. In case of conflicts between
theses two instruments the provisions in the Deed of Mutual Covenants
will prevail. For fuller discussion of both see Chapter 5.
3The situation is aggravated by the fact that as at 31st
January,1983 there are only 65% of total households served either
by owners corporation or mutual aid committees 5. Mutual aid
committees are non-statutory organizations set up by the District
Office as a grassroot neighbourhood unit which is not empowered
under any legislation to be responsible for housing management.
Ceteris paribus owners corporations prove to be more effective
than mutual aid committees in arresting building dilapidation. 6
Thus it could be said that a substantial portion of the private
buildings do not have an effective management body.
The Role of Government
The existing government policy is to leave the management
of private buildings to the discretion of the private hands. The
government, on the other hand, imposes control on building
management standard through a set of legislations. However, this
watchdog's role is not effectively performed as government
departments, though equipped with authority to ensure rudimentary
building management standards, adopt different priorities in law
and lease enforcement actions due to shortage of resources. 7
The trend is deplorable: more and more buildings are
deteriorating into permanent slums.They threaten environmental
preservation and arouse public concern. In recent years growing
pressure is directed towards the government to review the situation
5 Canpiled by City and N.T. Administration. See Appendix (C)
for distribution by districts.
6 Report on the Pilot Scheme on Private Building Management,
Hong Kong: Yau Ma Tei District Office, City and New Territories
Administration.,September, 1983, P.V.
7 Yau Ma Tei District Office, City and New Territories
Administriation, Op.cit, P.1
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and play a more active role in upkeeping the management standards
of these private buildings.
In mid 1982 the Government set up a Standing Ccnrnittee on
Multi-Storey Building Management to consider possible solutions to
problems associated with the management of multi-storey buildings.
In 1983 a pilot scheme on private building management was conducted
by Yau Ma Tei District office attempting to "identify building
problems, management setbacks, legislative loopholes and departmental
limitations by experimenting on site ".8 A full-scale report was
published in September,1983 with recommendations on improving the
effectiveness of present mechanism and setting up of new devices
to cope with the depressing situation.
The Report arouses widespread discussion among those who show
concern for the problem. It also earmarks the government's
re-affirmation of her intention to step in this problematic area.
b Yau Ma Tei District Office, City and New Territories
Administration, Op. cit, P.V.
5CHAPTER II
METHODOILOGY
-Subjects and Approach of,Research
This research report attempts to present an analysis of the
concept and significance of housing management, the practical
problems experienced in the private sector, how the present manage-
ment mechanism works and fails, and the critical role of government
in improving the situation.
This report takes a' macro' approach to the problem: to
consider housing management as a distinct econcxnic and social
activity and to assess the present mechanism of managing private
buildings as a whole. No case study or survey to collect concrete
operation data is attempted.
Method of Study
This research is essentially a' qualitative' treatment of
the subject matter. Study materials are collected from four major
sources:
1. The available general literature on the subject of housing
management.
2. The published research papers on the practice of housing
management in Hong Kong.
3. The available statutes and government reports on the
subject, including some confidential working papers
sulznitted to the Executive Council for further
consideration.
64. confidential discussions with practising housing management
personnel.
It should be mentioned that there is scanty, if any, research
done on the subject matter. Nearly all of the published research
papers are either case studies on selected estates or concentrating
on the features of and means to achieve effective management of
articular estates.
Organization of the Report
The concept and scope of housing management will be discussed
in Chapter III. The significance of sound housing management
practice in Hong Kong is highlighted. This will be followed by
discussion of the practical aspects of housing management in
Chapter IV where the prominent management problems of various
types of buildings will be presented and corrrrented upon. Chapter V
will focus on the existing management mechanism with emphasis on
the embedded conflicts among the participating parties and
ineffective governmental control leading to failure. The focal
point of the research will be on the role played by the government
in upkeeping the management standard which will be discussed in
Chapter VI. In this chapter, a fuller treatment of the' Report
on the Pilot Scheme on Private Building Management' published by
Yau Ma Tei District Office will be presented. Chapter VII will be
a concluding chapter stressing the importance of public input to
the effective management of private buildings. Possible areas of
intervention are also suggested.
7CHAPTER III
THE CONCEPT AND SIGNIFICANCE OF HOUSING MAMMIENT
Housing Stock as a Social Asset
Need for shelter is perhaps the most fundamental social need.
A society needs shelter not only as home for her people, but also
for housing her econcntic activities. It is the work of the government
and the private developers to transform land resources into various
types of housing stock to satisfy this basic need for shelter.
The resources a society has to meet her housing needs
consist of both her inventory of developable land and her existing
housing stock. The proper upkeeping of a society's existing housing
stock is an important means to reduce housing need as it both extends
the useful life of the existing stock and reduces need for replacement
As land is by nature limited in supply, the potential for
meeting housing need is also limited. Furthermore, raw land has to
go through a transformation process before it could provide spatial
utility to the end-users. Thus housing provision could only be
generated at a cost. And these incurred costs are always substantial
depending on general land supply and the particular location of the
development. Overall Speaking, housing stock should be viewed as a
social asset generating spatial utility to meet the society's
demand for habitation and undertaking of various economic activities.
One could easily recognize that the housing stock consists
of different types of properties like residential buildings,
shopping arcades, offices and industrial flats.
8
Scope of Housing Management
Housing Management is a widely used term with little agreement
on its precise meaning. Most people traditionally consider housing
management merely as the maintenance of the physical aspects of the
existing housing stock. To academicians, the term may be interpreted
in its widest sense as referring to the management of all the
present and potential housing resources of an area so as to contain
and then eliminate its housing problems.9
Colrtronly, there are three different levels of activities
referred to by the term 'housing management':
(1) To assess, administer, transform and allocate the existing and
potential housing resources to satisfy the present and future
housing need of a particular locality. This role mostly resembles
those of the housing management professionals working in the
public sector.
(2) To act as agent of the landlord to administer a single or a
portfolio of buildings carrying out such activities as letting,
rent collection, fostering of good landlord-tenant relationship,
physical maintenance and financial management of operation.
(3) To act as agent of all individual flat-owners of a multi-owned
building to be responsible for regulating use of individual
units and ccarmon parts, normal functioning and maintenance of
communal amenities and other matters relating to the building
as a whole.
To follow the scope of this research, the term 'housing
management' will be used to refer to the third category of activity
as described above.
yJohn P. Macey, Housing Managelrent. London. The Estate uazatte,
1982, p.3.
9What Constitutes Good Housing Management
There are different opinions as to what constitutes good
housing management. John Macey gives a broad definition of good
housing management as follows:
Good management may be defined as the application of
skill in caring for the property, its surroundings and
amenities, and in devloping a sound relationship between
landlord and tenant, and between the tenants themselves,
in order that the estate, as well as the individual houses,
may give the fullest value to both the landlord and the
tenants. From the landlord's point of view, it is desirable
that the properties should be as efficiently and economically
maintained and managed as possible while from the tenant's
point of view, the house should provide a home, the focal
point of a full and happy life for the fan-Lily, set in sur-
roundings where there are opportunities for attaining the
wide goal of a full and happy community life. 10
Theoretically, it is assumed that good housing management
contributes positively to residents' happiness. Although the exact
degree of the contribution is difficult to measure in quantitative
terms, there is a strong correlation between resident satisfaction
and good housing management. More specifically, residents in a
building may feel that they get their rroney worth without aggrava-
tion or worry of maintenance problems and other nuisance. The
quality of housing management makes the difference between sustain-
ing the good conditions and permitting the deterioration of a
building into an urban slum.
10 John P. Macey, op cit, P.10
10
Since noussng management is a specific aspect of general
managemmt, many of the management theories can be applied with
suitable modification. A special feature of housing management is
its focus on people- either residents or flat-owners, thus those
organizational theories having a human behaviour flavour will be of
particular applicability.
Significance of Housing .Management in the Local Context
According to government statistics, there are altogether
5 6 3, 0 0 5 units of residential flats and 2.2 million sq. m. of flatted
factories, shops and offices management of which is left to the
private hands at the end of 1984. 11 Unlike residents of public
estates, the individual owners of these buildings have to organize
themselves to form owners corporations to take over the management
tasks, or leave them undone at all. These individual owners are
amateurs having no or little expertise on building management,
virtually no source of outside help, limited time to perform the
complicated management tasks and little dedication to their duties.
The performance of these management bodies is left to individuals'
determinations and abilities.
The situation in the private sector is aggravated by the fact
that most of the older buildings were built without any far-seeing
plans for adequate amenities or environmental preservation. They were
usually so designed to exhaust the permitted densities and little
attention was paid to building management* 12
11 Property Review 1985, Hong Kong: Rating and Valuation
Department, 1985
12 Yau Ma Tei District Office, City and Ni eTerritories
Administration, cit, P.1
11
Hong Kong is in shortage of developable land. The prolongation
of the useful life and upkeeping of the physical condition of the
existing housing stock will help alleviate the pressure on housing
needs. F'urthermore,the high-density style of development pattern
implies great demand on sound housing management as a means to prevent
emergence of urban slums and to maintain decent condition. The
closeness of buildings will put the general environment in jeopardy




PRACTICE OF HOUSING MANAGEMENT
IN HONG KONG
Housing Management as a Distinct Economic
and Social Activity
Housing management could be conceived as the delivery of
comprehensive services essential to the full enjoyment of
occupying particular premises. A flat may be occupied for the
purpose of habitation or for carrying out certain economic
activities such as running a shop, a factory or a godown. The
mere exclusive use of the physical built-up of a flat is only
a necessary condition for fulfilling the needs of an occupant.
Other amenities are also indispensable: lift, security system,
loading and unloading area, utility supply, fire-preventive
installation, car parking facilities, etc. These amenities are
usually provided to and jointly used by all occupants of a
building. They require regular maintenance, occasional repair
as well as appropriate arrangements to ensure orderly use. Thus
housing management concerns with the effective provision, main-
tenance, delivery and allocation of these necessary services to
all occupants of a building. This involves the skilful appli-
cation of management principles and organizational theories to
translate both material and human resources into housing services.
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rrovision of Major Housing Services
uirrerent types of properties require different sets of
housing services. In the local context, the major housing services
include provision and regular servicing of building amenities,
repair and maintenance, cleaning of common area, security and
transportation arrangements.
Cleaning of common area
Common area refers to all those area of a building apart
from the individual flats and includes common corridors, lift
lobbies, loading and unloading space, staircase, etc. In many
buildings the developers retain ownership of the outer wall and
roof.
Common area requires constant cleaning services which are
usually carried out by cleaning contractors. However, it is almost
without exception that the management bodies have to closely
monitor the work of the cleaning contractors in order to ensure
satisfactory services.
In some industrial buildings some special facilities such
as chimney, special sewer pipe for corrosive waste water and
water tank may be used only by a few occupants. In this case the
cleaning work is to be handled by the actual users but not the
management bodies.
Security
Security measures against burglary are important to all
types of buildings whether they are residential, commercial or
industrial. Modern security systems like closed TV circuit,
inter-communication system and inter-connected alarm system are
widely used.
Apart from use of these modern devices regular human patrol-
ling is also widely practised. In most cases management bodies will
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employ specialised security companies to provide the necessary
security guards to carry out the scheduled patrolling work.
Provision and Regular Servicing
of Buildinq Amenities
The usual building amenities include lifts, utility supply
connections, water pump for supplying toilet flushing water,
common lightings, public antenna, etc. In modern office buildings
curtain wall reflective glass and central air-conditioning system
are often installed to attract occupants. These installations
have also to be serviced by the management bodies.
In huge industrial or commercial buildings these amenities
may be so complicated that they are controlled by aid of computers.
The level of technical sophistication is outside the reach of the
amateur owners corporations so the day-to-day management is often
left to professional management companies.
These building amenities are usually contracted out to
specialised contractors to provide regular servicing.
Repair and Maintenance
Repair and maintenance of the physical parts of a building
is perhaps the most important single task of housing management.
Lack of suitable maintenance may shorten the useful life of a
building. Effective maintenance work consists of regular checking
of the physical parts of a building and carrying out preventive
measures to avoid major break-down incurring great repair costs.
For smaller building, the owners corporation may not have
the financial resources to employ in-house technician. They thus
have to employ outside contractors to carry out repair work each
time any break-down happens. This inevitably means higher costs.
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Effective maintenance is especially important to industrial
buildings. Apart from technical up-keeping, this may also involve
tedious administrative work to prevent mis-uses detrimental to
building structure. These include disposing corrosive material
through the common sewer pipes, installation of heavy machines
exceeding floor loading limit, carrying on trades causing excess-
ive vibrations, etc.
Transportation
This concerns the allocation and regulation of the use of
lifts and loading area to avoid chaos and conflict among users.
The problem is more acute in industrial buildings. The designated
loading and unloading area may not be sufficient for everybody's
use especially in peak hours. Regulations have to be laid down
ensuring a fair allocation of time among various users. In those
modern industrial buildings having a special loading zone for
containers an occupant has usually to make advanced booking to
ensure availability.
Regulations have also to be laid down and constant checking
is necessary to ensure the lifts are not to be held up by a parti-
cular occupant. For those buildings which have separate lifts for
paasengers and cargo the management bodies have to ensure that
the passenger lifts are not used for cargo moving.
The Mechanism of Implementing
the Management Tasks
The management work of the existing building stock is
usually carried out through the following organizational struc-
tures:
(1) The developer has retained the right of management by virtue
of the lease conditions or the Deed of Mutual Covenants.
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12) By virtue of the Deed of Mutual Covenants a management
company has been appointed as building manager for an initial
period of certain years. The management company so appointed
is usually a subsidiary company of the developer. There may
or may not be provision for establishing an owners corporation
in the Deed of Mutual Covenants. Even if there are such pro-
visions the owners corporation's existence depends on the
initiative of the individual owners.
(3) The individual owners have formed themselves into owners corp-
orations pursuant to the Multi-Storey Buildings( Owners
Incorporation) Ordinance. The corporation carries out the
management work.
(4) There exists neither owners corporation nor a Deed of Mutual
Covenants providing for employment of a mangement company. The
management tasks are carried out by a non-statutory Mutual
Aid Committee having no legal power vis-a-vis other occupants.
The management tasks are subject to the control of several
government ordinances, including Building Ordinance, Public Health
Urban Services Ordinance and Labour Ordinance. However, it has
long been criticized that government does not have a comprehensive
ordinance regulating the management of private buildings.
The companies providing management services to private
buildings are mostly subsidiaries or affiliates of major developers.
They usually take over the management right by virtue of the Deed
of Mutual Covenants when the buildings become occupied. They are
usually well-organised, and have the requisite economy of scale
to afford hiring of in-house technical staff. However, at present
they are not recognised as a profession in the sense that they
are not subjected to the control of a specially-enacted legislation
17
purporting to control their service.
A fuller discussion of the structure, operation, embedded
deficiency and ultimate failure of the existing management mechan-
ism will be presented in Chapter V.
Major Management Problems of
Different Types of Properties
Different types of buildings have their unique problems due
to usage, locality, management and type of occupants. Based on
discussions with practising housing managers, the major management
problems of different types of properties are summarized below so
as to highlight the scope of the activity and significance of
housing management.
Residential Buildings
l) Obstructions at common parts of buildings are the largest
problem for residential buildings. This may constitute a
source of fire or fire hazard, blocking the fire escape of
residents and hinder fire rescue work. These obstructions
may either consist of abandoned articles or belongings of
certain residents illegally placed on the common parts. In
the latter case removal action may cause confrontation.
(2) Illegal structures are a common feature. These include ex-
tensions on rooftops, podiums or private balconies. They may
cause fire hazard or even damage the structure of the building.
Generally speaking, the management bodies are ineffective or
even powerless in removing these illegal structures.
(3) The conversion of residential units to other non-residential
uses like vice-associated establishments and small factories
is very common. The existence of vice-associated establish-
i
ments may attract large number of strangers to the building
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and increase crime rate. The change of use to factories may
cause excessive noise, use of lift for cargo moving, frequent
obstruction of common parts and large quantity of debris.
(4) The lack of regular maintenance may render the buildings in
poor state of repair. This is especially prominent to those
older buildings without effective management bodies.
Industrial Buildings
(1) Non-regulated loading and unloading is the most common problem.
To minimize the time for loading and unloading cargos will mean
a reduction in cost for all factories which are thus inclined
to take every possible chance to serve their own interests.
The problem is particularly acute in those buildings which
do not have clearly designated area for loading and unloading.
(2) Erection of various illegal structures are common. This may
range from extension at the outer wall of a particular flat
to house the air-conditioning plant to erection of structure
at flat roof or main roof. It is extremely difficult for indivi.
dual management body to deal with the problem of illegal
structure and the present government policy is to restrict
action to those structures erceted on buildings with occupation
permits issued after 31st July, 1975 due to manpower shortage.
(3) Illegal parking is another prominent problem. For buildings
which have space designated for loading there are always lots
of cars illegally oarking there for reason of convenience
thus obstructing proper use of same. Tough measures like
towing taken by the management body will always result in
confrontation.
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(4) Common parts are often obstructed seriously by incoming and
outgoing cargos. This kind of obstruction problem is more
acute in industrial buildings than in residential and commercial
buildings due to the often need for more storage space on
the part of factory-owners.
Commmercial Buildings
(1) In many buildings some of the occupants may need to store lot
of goods due to the nature of their trades. They may not wish
or afford to separately rent storage space. As office buildings
are designed only for office use, they usually do not have the
requisite facilities for cargo movement. Thus it may cause a
lot of confrontation between the management body and individual
occupants when the latter uses the passenger lift for cargo
moving or floods the main entrance with piles of goods awaiting
transportation.
(2) For those buildings which house shopping arcades at the lower
floors individual shop-owners' encroachment to the common parts
may be a real problem. Shop space is expensive and modern
trend is to design smaller smaller shop unit on reason of the
buyers' affordability. Thus it is inevitable for the shop-
owners to extend their shop-fronts into the arcade corridors
causing obstruction to movement of people
(3) Vandalism is another common problem. The easy accessability
to every part of the building has exposed most building
amenities most vulnerable to damage. The result is high repair
cost or deplored appearance if maintenance work is not in pace.
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Factors Contributing to Effective
Housing Management
The effective carrying out of housing management tasks
depends on a host of factors. However, as suggested in the published
case studies on the subject and interviews with field personnel,
the followings seem to be important factors contributing to effect-
ive housing management practice in Hong Kong:
(1) An effective and efficient management body
The existence of a well-organized owners corporation is
instrumental to effective housing management. The office-
bearers of an owners corporation may not be expert in the
field but the corporation, if under proper guidance, could
serve as a vehicle for maintaining at least an acceptable
level of service. It is also suggested in the past studies that
a professional approach is preferrable in achieving sound housing
management.13 Professional management companies, possessing
the necessary technical expertise and well-experienced staff,
could provide a better and efficient management service. This
suggestion seems to be especially valid for large industrial
buildings housing various types of trade. The complicated
building services and the vested interest of the office-bearers
serving the owners corporation will make the employment of
a more impartial, knowledgeable professional company parti-
cularly indispensable to achieve smooth management.
13 Ruth K.F.Kok, Private Housing Management in Hong Kong: A
Case Study of Chi Fu Fa Yuen,M.Soc.Sc. Dissertation, Centre of
Urban Studies and Urban Planning, University of Hong Kong, 1984.
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(2) Sound financial management
The major source of income for managing a building is
the managment fees contributed by the occupants. There will
normally be a strong resistance from the occupants if they
consider that they are paying more than they should. Diffi-
culties in collecting contributions will directly affect the
standard of services provided. Hence the management body must
be very careful in planning the financial needs of its
management services and in particular the preparation ofthe
annual budget. Reasonable cost control is also required. The
management body should be able to forecast on a long term
basis the need for major repair in future so as to plan in
advance the way for collecting the necessary fund.
(3) Good relationship with residents
This input into the management process is especially
important to residential buildings. Good relations with the
residents are normally cultivated through organizing various
social and recreational activities though these may only be
feasible in those large estates. On a lower level, maintaining
good communication with the residents may help the efficient
formulation and implementation of management policies. In
some larger estates, formal consultative committees consisting
of residents' representatives may even be set up to maintain
14
a two-way communication.





The management bodies of private buildings derive their
formal authority either from the Deed of Mutual Covenants or
the Multi-Storey Buildings (Owners Incorporation) Ordinance.
The Deed of Mutual Covenants (DMC)
The Law of Property (Enforcement of Covenants) OrdinancE
In 1956 Government enacted the Law of Property (Enforce-
ment of Covenants) Ordinance. The aim of this ordinance is to
to provide for the enforcement of covenants and agreements
relating to buildings divided into separately occupied premises. 15
At the time of enactment, buildings comprising multi-owned flats
carne to flourish as the dominant type of development. The
ordinance purported to provide the legal source for entering into
agreements governing the relative interests of individual flat-
owners of a multi-owned building. The relevant provision of the
ordinance reads as follows:
Any covenant or agreement relating to the use, maintenance,
repair, insurance, payment of outgoings or management of
any building divided into two or more flats or any of the
15Law of Property (Enforcement of Covenants) Ordinance,
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Government, Revised Edition 1964.
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flats forming part thereof or any other part of such
building or the appurtenances thereto, or relating to the
support, demolition or re-buildingthereof or to any of
such matters shall, notwithstanding any rule of law or
equity to the contrary, in addition to being enforceable
between the parties thereto, be enforceable also against
the owner for the time being of any part of such building
or premises or of any share or interest therein, so far
as the same shall relate thereto or be intended to be
performed or observed by such owner at the suit of the owner
for the time being of each and every other part of such
building or premises or of any share or interest therein..16
Contents of a DMC
The contents of a Deed of Mutual Covenants usually covers
the following aspects:
(1) Delineation of the parts exclusive use of which belongs
to individual flat-owners.
(2) Delineation of the common parts in which each flat-owner
has an undivided interest.
(3) Delineation of parts of which the developer retains owner-
ship (usually the outer wall and roof).
(4) The respective rights of all individual flat-owners and
the developer in relation to the use of individual flats,
16Law of Property (Enforcement of Covenants) Ordinance,
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Government, Revised Edition 1964.
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common parts as well as those parts retained by developer.
(5) The respective contributions to management outgoings.
(6) The appointment of building manager and its duties. Terms
of service are usually covered in a separately executed
Mnanagement Agreement.
(7) Insurance of the common parts.
(8) The formation, composition and powers of the owners corp-
oration or the owners committee.
Drafting of a DMC
In practice, a DMC of a new building or a group of buildings
is usually drafted up by the developer's solicitor before
completion. The DMC is signed between the developer as vendor
and the first purchaser. Once executed, the DMC is binding on
all subsequent purchasers and acts as the source of future manage-
ment of the building or the buildings.
Usually the DMC will appoint the developer's own manage-
ment subsidiary as Building Manager for a certain period at
agreed remuneration. The remuneration is usually a certain percent-
age( 10 to 15%) of gross management outgoings and thus a
secured source of income to the developer. After the initial
period the Building Manager or the flat-owners could terminate
the service by prior notice. However, in some cases, the DMC
appoints the Building Manager for an infinite period of time.
In recent years growing criticisms have been launched
against the existing practice of drafting and execution of the
DMC. It is contended that the DMC is prepared by solicitors
appointed by the developer and drafted in a way biased towards
the interest of the developer. The developer, say, may retain
ownership of the outer wall and the roof without any restriction
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to their usage. The outer wall may be used for poster advertise-
ment or for creeping up of a chimney serving the restaurant
on the lower floors to the roof, both at the sole discretion
of the developer. Except to comply with the relevant legal require-
ments the developer may use these in any way without regard to
its influence on individual owners or on the building as a
whole. Another example of this bias is to appoint developer's
subsidiary company as Building Manager but without provisions for
setting up owners corporation which practically means the Building
Manager is accountable to nobody
Recent Trend
In 1983 a group of flat-owners of Whampoa. Estate protested
against the developer's unilateral change of an originally
designated open space to new buildings. This incident led to the
formation of the Standinq Committee on Deed of Mutual Covenants
of Hong Kong Housing
of this committee is to strive for a more balanced DMC reflecting
in a proper way respective interests of individual flat-owners.17
The trend is towards a more balanced DMC taking into account
the respective interests of developer and individual owners. The
government has recently adopted the proposal to incorporate
certain standard clauses in all future DMCs. These standard
clauses include:
17See Appendix (b) for'the objectives and membership of
the committee.
( 香 港 屋 宇 公 务 关 注 委 员 会 ） The main objective
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(1) define the rights of developer and flat-owners
(2) prohibit the Deed of Mutual Covenants from depriving flat-
owners the right to form owners corporation to deal with
management affairs
(3) allow the management company to be sued for failure to
carry out prescribed duties
(4) enable authorised persons to inspect the accounts of the
management company and to ensure that the management is
sufficiently sound
(5) prohibit the management company to let, assign or sell the
common parts except with the consent of all flat-owners.
The Multi-Storey Buildings
(Owners Incorporation) Ordinance
Enacted in 1970, the ordinance is to facilitate the
incorporation of owners of flats in multi-storey buildings and
to provide for the management of such buildings and for matters
incidental thereto or connected therewith. 18
Under this ordinance, a Management Committee shall first
be formed before the registration of the owners corporation.
The Management Committee shall be appointed at a meeting of the
owners convened in any of the following manners:
(1) Convened by any person managing the building in accordance
with the Deed of Mutual Coven ants (usually the appointed
Building Manager).
(2) Convened by any other person authorised to convene such a
meeting'by the Deed of Mutual Covenants.
(3) Convened by the owners of not less than five per cent of
the shares. 19
18 19Multi-Storey Buildings (Owners Incorporation) Ordinance,
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Government printer, 1970
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At such meeting the Management Committee may be appointed
in accordance with the relevant provisions contained in the Deed
of Mutual Covenants or by a resolution of the owners of not less
than fifty per cent of the shares if there is no Deed of Mutual
Covenants or the Deed of Mutual Covenants contains no provision
for the appointment of a management committee. In some cases
where the situation does not permit the court may, upon appli-
cation by the owners of not less than twenty per cent of the shares
or the Attorney General, order that a meeting of owners shall be
convened to appoint a management committee.
The Management Committee so appointed in manners aforesaid
shall in turn apply to the Land Officer for the registration of
the owners as corporation. The owners corporations are empowered
under the ordinance to perform following duties:
(1) maintain the common parts and the property of the corporation
in a state of good and serviceable repair and clean condition
(2) carry out such work as may be ordered or required in respect
of the common parts by any public officer or public body in
exercise of the powers conferred by any ordinance
(3) do all things reasonably necessary for the enforcement of
the obligations contained in the deed of mutual covenants (if
any) for the control, management and administration of the
building. 20
It could be seen from the above stipulations that the
formation of an owners corporation may not be an easy task
20Multi-Storey Buildings (Owners Incorporation) Ordinance,
P.11
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especially in those buildings with high tenant-occupant ratio
and absentee ownership. To facilitate the formation process it
has been recently adopted in principle by the Executive Council
to amend the existing legislation to the effect that in case
the necessary fifty per cent share quorum could not be obtained
for practical reasons the Secretary for District Administration
instead of the court shall be empowered at his sole discretion
to order the appointment of a management committee. The court
procedures are often expensive and time-consuming, and are
nevered resorted to by the owners unless under extremely
desperate situation.
Indeed the whole complicated management tasks just begin
with the formation of the owners corporation. The office-
bearers are elected to carry out the job with little outside
advice or assistance. They may face the limitations imposed
on them due to lack of expertise, shortage of time and manpower,
un-cooperative owners and tenants and fear of retaliation.
Parties Participating in the
Management Process
The Developer
The developers derive their profits from either selling
or letting their finished buildings. The management work,
though representing a secure source of income in the form of
manager's fee, is only an auxilliary service to be provided
as a legal obligation or largely a by-product of the development
process.
Usually, if not obliged under the Crown Lease, developers
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will be interested to take up the management tasks for the
following reasons:
(1) To establish their goodwill in building management which
will facilitate future sale or letting of their other
developments
(2) They may retain ownership of part of the development (say,
the shopping arcade of a commercial complex). Good management
in this case means good caring for their own property
(3) Manager's fee provides a secure source of income.
Low management fee is a selling point. For new buildings
developers tend to charge a relatively low management fee for
the initial period to attract buyers or tenants. New buildings
have little need for repair and they are usually under the
contractor's warranty for the first six to twelve months after
completion. However, it is not uncommon that some developers
will try to defer necessary maintenance or repair in order to
charge a low level of management fee to facilitate their marketing
efforts. In such cases the management bodies will face severe
objections from the occupants when they raise the management fee
by a high percentage after the initial move-in period.
The Individual Owners
People purchase particular flats for their own use or as
investment. For owner-occupants they will be more conscious of
the management standard as this will directly affect their
enjoyment of occupying and using the premises. They will be
particularly concerned about the maintenance of the building as
this will impact on the future value of their property.
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For people who purchase flats for investment purpose they
may not be so concerned about the actual management standard.
Though theoretically management will have impact on the economic
value of the buildings, appreciation will largely hinge upon
the general market condition. If the flat is rented out but
the management fee is borne by the owner, the individual owner
will wish to have the management fee as low as possible. These
absentee-owners, unlike the owner-occupants who are the backbones
of owners corporation, are not interested to serve at the owners
corporation or mutual aid committee.
The Management Company
Most buildings are managed by management companies. In
Hong Kong most of the management companies are either subsi-
diaries or affiliates of major developers. They take over the
management tasks usually by virtue of the Deed of Mutual Covenants
Unlike the other professions, the management companies are
not subjected to the control of particular ordinance or codes
of practice. They are controlled by policies of their parent
developers and theri performance is to be scrutinized by the
building occupants.
There are a few independent management companies not
affiliating to developers. However, on one hand they are limited
by their scope of business in hiring of professional and techni-
cal staff to operate on an economy scale, while on the other
hand they have to charge very low profit margin in order to
obtain business. Bad service follows low fee and the vicious
rvrl A kP_s on rollinq.
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The Tenants
The tenants have quite different mentality compared with
the flat-owners. They usually see their premises as temporary
homes. It is understandable that they are not so concerned with
the long-term aspect of the flat or the building.
Most tenancies will have the tenants bear the management
fees. As part of their outgoings, tenants may wish to pay as
little as possible, particularly they will be very reluctant
to pay for repairs of somewhat long term nature since they may
not be the occupants enjoying the long-term benefit so derived.
Tenants will also tend to be less critical of the management
they
standard asi`do not have the feeling that their investments are
at stake.
Vandalism tends to be more frequent in buildings having a
high tenant-occupant ratio. Collection of management fee in
such buildings is sometimes a difficult job. In buildings under
the goverance of a Deed of Mutual Covenants the management company
or the owners corporation only has legal relationship with the
owners. In case of failure of the tenant to pay management fee,
the management company or the owners corporation has to turn
to the owners for due recovery.
Failure of the Present Mechanism
in Effectively Implementing the Management Tasks
The existing government's policy towards private housing
management is to leave the management tasks carried out by
private hands through the device of management bodies composed
of individual owners. These devices, however, do not in most
situations perform up to expectation for a host of reasons:
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The Ineffective Management Body
The most important instrument in implementing the manage-
ment tasks is the owners corporation. However, due to the compli
cated procedures and apathetic attitude of individual owners, many
buildings do not have owners corporations. These buildings are either
managed by a mutual aid committee or nobody at all. The mutual aid
committee is ineffective in tackling many issues as they do not have
the statutory powers and they also have diffculty in collecting manage-
ment fees from-the occupants.
Even if there exists an owners corporation, the office-bearers
of the management committee may not have the knowledge, initiative
and time to effectively carry out the management tasks. Managing a
building will very often lead to conflicts when the management body
imposes regulations governing use of the common area and determines
to enforce them. In other cases, embarrassment and fear of retaliation
are common factors forbidding tough actions against violators.
Aspirations of Owners and Occupants
Owners and occupants of a building may nave ai erent aemariu U11
how the building is to be managed. It is undeniable that some people
may prefer inferior management with low management fee and are
apathetic towards any suggestions to improve their living environment.
Some owners see their properties as a kind of investement and hesitate
to spend more in the management. Their attitudes are so frigid that
most building problems become accepted as a part of life. In those
deteriorating buildings protected by Part 2 of the Landlord and Tenant
Consolidation Ordinance, l the landlords can hardly be motivated to
improve their property.
21Under the Ordinance increase on rent for those protected tenancies
is restricted to a statutory maximum.
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Tenants may have different demand from that of owner-
occupants. They demand less and prefer to pay less on manage-
ment. It is observed that buildings have high tenant-occupant
ratios tend to have more management problems and less effect-
ive in coping with them.
Defective Building Design
Government only imposes basic guidelines and control
on building design and construction. Much is left to the
discretion of the developers. Many developers tend to stick
to the lowest standard in choice of building materials and
building design where market conditions permit. This practice
makes sense viewing the acute housing shortage in Hong Kong.
Buyers tend to be more conscious of price than material and
design.
Defective design may severely impede effective management.
It is a common feature that no space is provided for use as
management office in small buildings. In industrial buildings
design shortfall will have great impact from the management
perspective. Not enough loading space will certainly be a
future headache. Installation of sub-standard elevators will
pose frequent maintenance problems.
It has been suggested that input from management pro-
fessional should be incorporated in the design stage in order
to produce acceptable standard.22 However, it is very doubt-
ful whether this will be a workable idea unless the developers
22 This idea was suggested both by Ruth K.F.Kok. op cit,
and Victor Hing-Woh So, A Survey on the Management of the
Self-Contained Private Housing Estates in Hong Kong, MBA
Research Report, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1983.
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are mandatory to comply with as one of the conditions of
obtaining the occupation permit.
Inadequate Legislative Control
Various government legislations and departments have impact
of
upon managementAbuildings. The Urban Services Department makes
annual inspection to all buildings to ensure satisfactory sani-
tation. Building Ordinance Office is empowered to take actions
in accordance with Section 24 of the Building Ordinance. Labour
Department concerns mainly with nuisances generated in non-
industrial buildings and acts on complaints and handles*dnager-
ous or obnoxious cases. Lands Department is primarily responsible
for enforcing the proper use of non-industrial and residential
units in accordance with the lease conditions. Fire Services
Department tries to ensure that all required fire service
installations in buildings are in efficient working order in
addition to dealing with complaints of fire hazard. Finally,
the City and New Territories Administration provides assistance
in the formation of owners corporation and mutual aid committee
and gives advisory and mediatory services from time to time.
It has been concluded that the prevailing statutory building
management standards, if adeuqately adhered, are found to be
sufficient in preventing the proliferation of slums- 23
Yet legislative control is proving ineffective mainly
because it has been inadequately enforced by local authorities.
Constrainted by lack of staff resources, various departments
23Yau Ma Tei District Office, City and New Territories
Administration. op cit, P.V.
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adopt different policies in enforcing compliance with legal
requirements. The fact that there is no single comprehensive
ordinance governing management standards means further difficulty
in coordination. Large backlogs of complaints force the relevant
departments and even the Executive Council to adopt priorities
concentrating enforcement actions only on those urgent cases.24
24 Example:
Rule 5 of the Exexcutive Council policy
rpardin lease enforcement
For the time being, an industrial undertaKing will
be permitted in an existing building which is
restricted under the Crown lease conditions to
non-industrial use, provided that:
(a) it is not dangerous or obnoxious (Rule 1) and
(b) it is not in a building which is restricted




THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN THE
MANAGEMENT PROCESS.
Historical Involvement
The post-war years witnessed a tremendous population growth.
This contributed to the emergence of high-density, high-rise
buildings as the dominant type of development. These buildings
consist of several flats, each of which could be sold separately.
Each flat-owner has the exclusive use of his particular flat
and use all the common parts of the building jointly with other
flat-owners.
This kind of flatted development poses special problems,
especially those relating to management. In 1960, the government
set up a working party to survey the legal, managerial and social
problems arising from flatted development. One of the terms of
reference of this working party is to consider whether adequate
control exists at present over sub-divided blocks of flats in
regard to: (1) the maintenance of the general fabric of the
structure (2) the maintenance of common parts and services,
including particularly sanitary services (3) the collection
„25
of Crown Rents and installment of premia.
25 Report of Working Party on Sub-divided Buildings, Hong
al
Kong: Working Party on Subdivided Buildings, 1962.
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The working party issued its Report in 1962 enlisting
sets of recommendations. Regarding the management of these flatted
buildings the Report put forward the following recommendations:
.....basically our solution to the legal and practical
difficulties involved is a simple one- the compulsory appoint-
ment of one person to represent the flat-owners for the great
majority of purposes and to assume responsibility for the
management and control of the building, although such a person
would not necessarily himself carry out such management and
control. Now, although the basic solution itself that we are
proposing is essentially simple, in order to achieve a satis-
factory realisation of this solution we have had to provide a
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very detailed scheme.
This Report led to the passing of the Multi-Storey Buildings
(Owners Incorporation) Ordinance in 1970. The basic scheme is to
place the responsibility of managing the building on the initiative
of individual flat-owners by the establishment of an owners cor-
poration legally answerable to all management affairs.
The passing of this Ordinance did not solve the problem.
Management standard of the high-rise, high-density buildings are
far from satisfactory. In 1973, the government requested the Hong
Kong Branch of the Institute of Housing Managers to survey and
report on the management of private multi-storey buildings. The
rcnnrt issued in 1974 drew attention to the fact that there is
26Working Party on Subdivided Buildings, o cit.
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no consolidated ordinance nor a central body to ensure the proper
management of buildings in the private sector and warned that
this could only lead to the buildings falling into slum conditions
unless proper management was introduced.27
The report pinpointed the issues at stake, yet concrete
action was only taken eight years later. In 1982, a Standing
Committee on Multi-Storey Building Management was set up to
coordinate departmental efforts in improving private housing
management. The Commiittee was chaired by Regional Secretary
(Hong Kong and Kowloon) and attended by the representatives from
Rating and Valuation Department, Housing Department, Land Office
and other related government agencies.
After careful consideration it was decided to conduct a
pilot scheme in Yau Ma Tei to test the effectiveness of existing
law and lease enforcement actions. A full-scale report was
published in September 1983 reviewing the then situation and
recommending several changes both to existing legislations and
policies. This report may be said to be an overall evaluation of
the basic scheme of managing private buildings as enacted in 1970
and the government's effectiveness of playing thewatchdog's role.
The various recommendations contained in the report has
subsequently been adopted by the Executive Council in principle
serving as the basis for future improvements 28
27Professional Housing. Management in Hong Kong,The Institute
of Housing, Hong Kong Branch, 1980, P.14.
28 See Appendix (E).
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Recent Re-appraisal of Existing Practice- 'Report on
the Pilot Scheme on Private Building Management'
The Report contained three parts. The first part reviewed the
present state of management in the private sector as well as the
existing level of government involvement. The second part reported in
detail the Pilot Scheme conducted in the Yau Ma Tei district and the
findings therefrom were presented as basis for recommending various
changes. The third part outlined the possible practical solutions
to identified problems and shortfalls. Specific changes in the existing
legislations and policies and a completely new watchdog system over
building management- the District Private Building Management Scheme-
were proposed.
The.Report was prepared in the aim to provide an overall review
of the existing state of management in the private sector and formed
the basis for effecting necessary changes in legislation and policies
in future years.
Part I: Review on the present state
Highly critical of the lack of far-seeing plan on the part of
developers and the existing deplorable state of mis-management, the
Report stressed the importance of proper housing management in the
private sector as one of the means to slacken demand for housing and
prevent deteriorating living environment. Pointing out that the
on-going scheme is to leave the management of buildings in the private
sector to the private hands, the Report suggested that there is an
incresing need for Government to step in for more effective and
sneedv development on following rationale:
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(1) Dim chance of re-development- The Report recognised that
re-development is not a reliable possibility to improve living
conditions. The process of replacing old buildings with new ones
is economically unattractive as many sites are already fully
developed and that for older buildings the percentage of rented
flats usually increases posing additional problem of compensating
the tenants. Proper management of existing buildings is the only
viable way to preserve decent living condition.
(2) Making the best use of existing multi-storey buildings- The
Report urges that even if re-development is a viable means to
renovate the urban slums the government should try to back up
building management to ensure that new buildings will not suffer
from mis-management again. The Report stressed that constructing
new blocks and preserving existing ones are equally essential
to alleviate housing shortage. It pointed out that based on
the United Kingdom's experience mis-managed buildings can be
refurbished to gain a considerable rejuvenated life. 29
(3) Development of urban slums- The Report pointed out that one
of the direct consequences of mis-management is the emergence
of urban slums. If so happens, the surrounding environment is
threatened, posting risks to health and safety of the residents.
The development of slums reduces housing stock and erodes
property values, adversely affecting individual and group atti-
tudes and thus undermining social stability.30
29 30 Yau Ma Tei District Office, op cit, P.2
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(4) Need for more balanced urban development- The Report envisaged
that good housing management will ensure that the older urban
parts remain attractive to major business and commercial
employment such that in the long run replanning and population
dispersal to new towns will not substantially diminish the
economic desirability and social characteristics of older
downtowns. It was suggested that at least a more desirable
environment in older districts could be maintained for their
residents in times when they are not ready to move to outer
urban zones even though in the long run exodus to suburbs is
unavoidable when the community becomes more affluent.
(5) Economise lease and law enforcement actions- The Report
argued that government support to building management in the
private sector will prove to be money well spent in the long
run. It suggested that when most of the private buildings
become better managed there will generally be less breaches
of the lease conditions and ordinances relating to health and
safety thus enforcement actions are easier to deal with.
(6) Image of the government- The Report considered that it is
the responsibility of a good government to ensure that her
people are adequately housed and live in a suitable social
environment. It would be undesirable if a large number of
people live in deteriorating private buildings.
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Part 2: Objectives, Methodology and
Findings of the Pilot Scheme
Part 2 of the Report described in detail the objectives,
methodology and findings of the Pilot Scheme.
Objectives
(1) To see whether the establishment of a District
Coordinator can result in effective and worthwhile
action being taken-
i) in improving the internal management of buildings
in the district
ii) in law and lease enforcement within buildings
in the district.
(2) To plan a basic district machinery for dealing
with complaints and problems related to manage-
ment and law and lease enforcement in buildings.
(3) To make such recommendations regarding policy,
law and resources as may be thought fit,
including matters which might be made the
subject of submissions to the District Board.
Methodology
(1) Selection of target buildings- The targets
selected for the scheme should represent a
cross-section of mis-managed building in the
district. Based on complaints from residents,
reports from District Office staff, departmental
referrals and site visits, five buildings were
identified for full scale operation.
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(2) Defining building problems- The identified building
problems are classified into several categories in
terms of the building parts in which they exist and
the nature of the problems to facilitate operation:
Location of problems- common parts
public places
exclusive portions





(3) Approach adopted- The scheme was scheduled to last
for six months. It was divided into two phases,
aiming at tackling management problems in buildings
of different nature in each phase. Both phases
adopted similar approach. There were three levels of govern-
ment involvement taken in the scheme:
Stage 1: Observation and Consultation
Management organizations were contacted and
Deed of Mutual Covenants were scrutinized and
compared. There were discussions on building
management and target problematic areas were
identified. Professional advice and mediatory
services were granted whenever appropriate.
Thereafter the degree of achievement of various
management organizations was assessed and analysed.
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Stage 2: Support and Back-up
The owners corporations were motivated to take self-
help actions with authority conferred by the Multi-
Storey Buildings (Owners Incorporation) Ordinance and
Deed of Mutual Covenants. Government involvement was
limited to recommending demolition and tidy-up contractors
to owners corporations and the presence of related depart-
mental officials on the day of operation to ensure smooth
operations.
Stage 3: Law and Lease Enforcement
Departmental efforts in enforcing law and lease
conditions were incorporated to rectify irregularities
outside the legal periphery of owners corporations. The
time and staff resources involved and the effectiveness
of various departments on the subject were observed.
Findings
It was concluded that the obstacles in arresting building
problems can be analysed along three lines: the inherent diffi-
culties confronted by building management bodies the limitations
of government departments in undertaking enforcement actions due
to legislative and resources shortfalls and the physical defects
of building construction itself.
(1) On the management party of the building
i) Buildings with owners corporations- notable management
problems identified include:
a) Inactive office-bearers
b) Lack of communications among owners
c) Ignorant owners/office-bearers
d) Fear of retaliation/reprisals
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e) Abusive use of owners corporations' power
f) Aspirations of owners/owners corporations office-
bearers
g) Conflicts among office-bearers and/or owners
h) Disincentive to owners to spend money to improve
management due to rent increase restricted by the
Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation) Ordinance.
The various human, financial and legal factors become
stumbling blocks to the owners corporations in carrying out
their routine building management responsibilities. How-
ever, even if they can overcome all these problems,
their mission to improve building management is still
hindered by several limitations:
a) The authority conferred by the ordinance is restricted
to manage and control over the common parts of the build-
ings leaving those exclusive portions largely in the
hands of individual owners.
b) Provisions in the Deed of MutualCovenants may preclude
owners corporations' involvement in building management and
they tend to override those in the owners Incorporation
Ordinance if conflicts exists
c) Owners corporations may be efficient in enforcing routine
management matters, but any further environmental improve-
ment drive will be limited by poor physical design, age
and material of the building.
Buildings with Mutual Aid Committee (MACs)
MACs are unincorporated and building oriented associations
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they are beset by even more insurmountable difficulties in
ensuring satisfactory building management. Major obstacles
observed include:
a) Non-statutory status of MACs
b)•Difficulties to collect management fee
c) Aspirations of office-bearers and residents.
(3) Buildings without any management committee
a) Disengaged residents and absentee ownership
Even if formation is possible, it is difficult to form
owners corporations in those buildings with low owner-
occupant ratio, multiple ownership, high tenant mobility
and density. These buildings are either served by MACs
or looked after by small management agents charging low
profit in order to attract business. Poor services follow
low fees the vicious cycle becomes inevitable.
b) Prohibitive Deed of Mutual Covenants
Sometimes the Deed of Mutual Covenants prohibit the
formation of any legal management bodies, leaving management
largely in the developers' hands. Even if owners corporations
are allowed to survive, their involvement in management is
greatly limited. Usually the developers appoint management
companies to handle management matters. The performance
varies from company to company, but nonetheless it is observed
that those large companies seldom show interest in older
downtown areas where most buildings contain relatively small
number of units.
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(2) On the Government side
There exists various sets of legislations aiming to
impose basic management standard for private buildings. However,
due to the pressure on staff resources and other practical
limitations, different departments separately endorsed different
departmental guidelines and priorities. These inhibited concerted
and coordinated inter-department actions and leave areas of non-
compliance unchecked.
Certain grey areas could be identified:
i) The existing legislation does not suggest any possible
course of action against-
a) Trespasses in private buildings including intruders
and staircase sleepers
b) Improper maintenance of buildings
c) Conversion of domestic flats into 'one-girl'apartment',
club premises, etc.
ii) The followings are tolerated despite stipulations in
existing ordinances-
a) Illegal structures or erections on buildings with
Occupation Permit issued prior 31st July, 1975 or
on private lanes not endangering life
b) Signboards causing nuisance but not contravening any
legislative provision
c) Unreported sanitary nuisance
d) Fire hazards not covered during the random Fire
Services Department inspections or not raised by
public complaints
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e) nncroacnment or snop rronts upon gown Lana
f) Misuse of flats in buildings with Occupation Permit
issued prior 1st March, 1976 except for obnoxious
and dangerous trades.
(3) Physical defects in building construction
The design, age, workmanship and construction material
of a building can significantly limit the scope of management
and affect the living conditions inside.
i) Design of buildings
Existing legislations set down only the basic guide
lines on building design but no detailed consideration
for effective building maintenance and management in
the long run. Developers tend to maximize the plot
ratio in redevelopment disregarding the need to
facilitate good management e.g. inaccessible light-
wells, poorly-lit staircase, inadequately-ventilated
corridors, etc.
ii) Building age
Some poorly managed old buildings are in the course
of rapid deterioration. They were built in times when
modern building concept was absent, general living
conditions were poor, legal control was scanty and
the Building Ordinance was not introduced.
iii) Construction material
Developers sometimes resorted to cheap materials and
poor workmanship in order to lower the construction
costs. The maintenance required to make good the building
is sometimes so costly that residents are reluctant to
invest. This will quicken the pace of dilapilation,
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making the building beyond any limit of maintenance.
Part 3: Recommendations
The Report envisaged that the best strategy to cope with
the deteriorating situation is to continue to place the manage-
ment responsibility on private hands but with an optimal degree
of government involvement. It recognised that too high a
standard would imply expensive management while too low a
standard would just invite deterioration into slum conditions.
The basic objective of the practical solutions suggested is
to ensure that reasonable environmental standards are upheld
in private buildings without extensive official involvement.
(1) To encourage the voluntary formation of owners corporation
i) Widespread publicity drive should be launched on the
duties of owners corporation and its usefulness in
handling management matters. It is anticipated that this
can motivate more owners to voluntarily form themselves
into owners corporations.
ii) To make amendments and add new provisions in the Multi-
Storey Buildings (Owners Incorporation) Ordinance-
a) to authorize the Secretary for District Administration
rather than the court to order the formation of
owners corporations in desperate cases
b) to allow the owners corporations to pay the land search
fees necessary for convening the inaugural meeting in
arrears and in case of formation failure to authorize
the Secretary for District Administration to write
off the fees
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C) to provide reasonable remuneration for owners corpora-
tions office-bearers as incentive
d) to expand the size of management committee for more
efficient work
e) to allow and encourage tenants to participate in
the running of owners corporations.
iii) In order to facilitate owners corporation formation it
is suggested that some standard clauses should be
incorporated into all future Deeds of Mutual Covenants.
These clauses are mainly included to shade off the
restrictive nature of the Deed on the formation and
running of the owners corporation.
(2) Introduction of the District Private Building Management
Scheme
i) Objectives- The scheme aims at rendering advice, mediation
and enforcement support to owners corporations for better
management on district basis. An inspection system will
be devised to oversee and supervise owners corporations'
performance.
ii) Target districts- A phased program is suggested owing
to resource shortage. It is recommended to establish
overseeing bodies in seven districts in the first year of
implementation, namely, Sham Shui Po, Yau Ma Tei/Mong
Kok, Kowloon City, Central and Western/Wanchai, Eastern,
Tsuen Wan and Sha Tin in order to gain experience from
both old urban areas and new towns.
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iii) Staffing- Professional housing management staff is
vital to the successful implementation of this scheme.
It is recommended that experienced housing management
staff should be seconded from Housing Department
iv) Organization- Inspection teams should be set up in each
district reporting to the District Officer. They have to
handle complaints and give professional advice via various
means. They will inspect problematic buildings and advise
District Office whether the buildings are adequately
managed. They will also coordinate with the enforcement team
based in City and New Territories Administration Headquarters.
The enforcement team will coordinate and provide physi-
cal support to operations in private buildings requested
by owners corporations
v) Codes of Practice
It is recommended that a set of codes of practice has
to be incorporated into the Multi-Storey Buildings (Owners
Incorporation) Ordinance as by-laws. The codes are needed
as a statutory requirement governing the conduct of owners
corporations and provide a standard for the district
inspection teams to carry out their tasks.
vi) Authority- It is recommended that the teams to be delegated
with authority from relevant sections of different ordinances
/regulations in order to avoid double standards and bottle-
necks in enforcement action. Existing ordinances/regulations
under which authority is to be delegated include Crown Land
Ordinance, Summary Offence Ordinance and Multi-Storey
Buildings (Owners Incorporation) Ordinance.
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vii) Priority of work- A phased approach will be adopted to
tackle problem according to priority. A system of inspection
and enforcement procedures aiming at eliminating malmanage-
ment in private buildings will have to be devised. Series
of target buildings will be identified in each district by
the District Office team and the operation priorities have
to be clearly defined.
viii) Community involvements- It is believed that involvement
from community leaders should be enlisted. In those target
districts working groups can be established under the
District Board and to be chaired by unofficial members. The
priorities and working programs of the district teams will
have to be submitted to these groups for endorsement in
order to rally public support.
ix) Finance- The full cost of any building improvement exercise
shall be borne by the beneficiaries including property
owners, owner-occupants and tenants. Specific service
provided by the District and Headquarters teams should be
paid for by the owners corporations concerned.
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'TER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RDO TIONS
Significance of Public Input in the Management Process
Witnessing the emergence of building consisting of several
flats in the 50's, the Government began to formulate policy to cope
with management of this kind of development in anticipation of the
various problems it might bring. The Report of the Working Party on
Sub-divided Buildings published in 1962 put forward the government's
basic solution to the prcblem. The main conception was to encourage
individual owners of these buildings to form themselves into owners
corporation responsible for all management affairs. These management
bodies were delegated certain legal pacers to deal with problems
relating to management and were legally answerable to all charges
arising therefran. The government, through the operation of various
legislation, acted as a watchdog on the management standard and
indirectly the performance of these management bodies.
The Multi- Storey Buildings( owners Incorporation)- Ordinance
enacted in 1970 signified the completion of all legal formalities
in realising this device.
The device was theoretically sound. It embodied the government's
philosophy to mobilize and motivate private resources to carry out
the required management tasks with government involvement kept to a
mu=um. However, the mechanism under this device did not function
satisfactorily in reality. Individual owners were seldom zealous in
forming owners corporation. The management tasks were too complicated
and outside the capability of the amateurs office-bearers.
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The goverI ent departments did not act effectively to exercise
adequate centre.. The situation quickly worsened to a deplorable
state.
outcry for improved condition began to gather. The report
on the management of private nulti-storey buildirxvs prepared
by the Hong Kong Branch of the Institute of Housing in 1973 already
pointedto the need of more positive government involvenent. Yet,
serious step only took place in 1982 with the setting up of the
Standing Ccmnittee on Multi-Storey Building Management by the
government. The Pilot Scheme conducted by the Yau Ma Tei District
office with the assistance of various government departments
represented the government's reaction to the deficiency in existing
practice.
The past records showed the government's continuous effort to
build up the management framework of the private housing stock. Yet,
the past performance proves clearly the inadequacy of the present
system in achieving satisfactory management. The present system fails
at leaving owners corporations proliferate and stand on their in
feet. It is merely an ideal situation to expect private hands
carrying out the managamnt tasks smoothly and self-consciously
without public intervention. More positive measures fran the
government are essential to proper on-going of the process. These
measures, apart fresn encouraging formation of owners corporation,
should also be directed to provide advice and back-up services to
ensure proper functioning of these resident organizations.
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Recam ended Changes
The following changes in government policies and practice
towards private housing management are recam-ended to improve the
existing situation:
(1) A ca prehensive ordinance governing private housing management
is urgently needed. The present practice to leave individual
departments to pursue their own policies and priorities not
only impedes the carrying out of effective enforcement actions,
but also puzzles the owners corporation and management canpanies
in looking for standards to follow. The ordinance should be
specially enacted to cater for the particular condition and
problem of high-rise, high-density buildings. It should clearly
lay down the basic management standards, penalties inflicted
on non-canpliance, ways of appeal as well as the machinery of
implementation.
(2) The government should delegate the administrative function of
overseeing management of the private h ousing stock to the District
Boards under the canopy of a single canprehensive ordinance
enacted as aforesaid. Situations vary from district to district,
thus control and enforcement programs should be tailored for
local particularities. Placing the administrative responsibilities
on District Boards will also elicit more public support and
enhance policy effectiveness.
(3) The government departments should provide continuous support
and back-up services to District Boards and owners corporations
to effectively deal with all kinds of management problems. These
back-up services should be coordinated at the district level.
Special teams led by professional housing management personnel
should be set up under District Offices. These teams should have
close contact with all owners corporations in the district and act
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as stand-by source of assistance. This arrangement will greatly
improve the lack of concerted action on the part of government
as evidenced in the past.
(4) The government should seriously consider to make it a legal
requirement that all buildings should be managed by professional
management companies. The obvious advantage of this move is to
ensure that all buildings will be managed competently. However,
the professionalisation of housing management, including
legislative enactments to control standard of service, is pre-
requisite condition prior to introduction of this change.
(5) As pointed out in the Report of the Pilot Scheme, many management
problems are due to poor building design. Input from professional
management staff should be incorporated in the process of
approval of building plans submitted by private developers.
Guidelines on design parimeters facilitating future management
should be adopted to secure a more acceptable final form of
building design.
The Professianalisation of Housing Management
The professionalisation of housing management is i nstrLm enral
in raising the standard of private housing management. The government's
determination to improve the situation will inevitably call for the
help of more professional expertise in the field, which, in turn, will
contribute to and accelerate future improvements.
However, the professionalisation of the field will hinge upon
the following factors:
(1) The recognition by the government of the importance of
management professional in the management process is crucial to
its development. of special importance is whether the government
will consider to enact the requirement that all buildings are'
mandatory to be managed by professional management company.
only this will hopefully broaden the business base
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necessary for supporting further growth of the profession
(2) The govent, if recognising the professional contribution,
should, through legislation, be prepared to control the
professional practice by inrosing codes of practice and
licensing of all management companies.
(3) The cannitment and ability of the existing professional body
to provide adequate training facilities to supply the required
personnel are also very inportant. Continuous eduaction should
also be provided to upkeep the practitioners' expertise in
the field.
Suggestions for Further Research
Not in pace with the importance of housing problem, research
on the practice of housing management in Hong Kong is surprisingly
scanty. The importance of further research is easily seen in times
when the government and public concern all focus on the deficiency
of present practice in the private sector.
More research activities are sepecially suggested in the
following aspects which are believed to be of key instrumental
values:
(1) Survey should be conducted on the existing manpower situation
and training needs in the field of housing management. This will
help to plan for steps leading to professionalisation of the
field.
(2) The contents of the proposed comprehensive ordinance governing
management standard should be extensively researched on. The
need for such comprehensive ordinance has long been recognised
among the professionals and its contents, if enacted, will have
far-reaching impact on the present practice.
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(3) The past studies have almost exclsively concentrated on
management of residential buildings. More research should




Extract from the Multi-Storey Buildings (Owners Incorporation)




1. External walls and load bearing walls, foundations, columns,
beams and other structural supports.
2. Walls enclosing passageways, corridors and staircases.
3. The roofs, chimneys, gables, gutters, lightning conditions,
aerials and aerial cables.
4. Parapet walls, fences and boundary walls.
5. Vents serving two or more flats.
6. Water tanks, pumps, wells, sewers, drains, soil pipes, waste
pipes, channels, water-courses, gutters, ducts, downpipes,
cables, conduits, refuse chutes, hoppers and refuse container
chambers.
7. Cellars, toilets, water closets, wash houses, bathhouses,
kitchens and caretakers' flats.
8. Passageways, corridors, staircases, landings, light wells,
staircase., window frames and glazing, hatchways, roofways and
outlets to the roofs and doors and gates giving access thereto.
9. Lifts, escalators, lift shafts and machinery and apparatus
used in connexion therewith and the housing thereof.
10. Lighting apparatus, air conditioning apparatus, central heating
apparatus, fire fighting equipment and installations intended
for the use and benefits of all of the owners generally and any
roan or chamber in which such apparatus, equipment or installation
is fitted or installed.
11. Fixtures situated in a flat which are used in connexion with
the enjoyment of any other flat or other portion of the building.
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APP IX (B)
Distribution of private housing stock by districts
District Residential Carn ercial




Kowloon City 65,521 3,376
Kwun Tong 20,699 2,389
Mong Kok 1,75042,248
Sham Shui Po 44,237 3,242
Wong Tai Sin 8,058 1,748










Total in 1.1.83 530,600 residential self-contained units
throughout the territory
( Source of Statistic: Census Department)
Source of information: 1981 Census( Ref. YDO 112/69 II)
( Reproduced frc[n Report on the Pilot Scheme on Private Building
Management, Yau Ma Tei District Office, September,l983.)
62APPENDIX (C)Monthly Progress Report on Mutual Adi Committees (MAC) and Ownerscoporation (OC) Fomed(as at 31st January,1983)
No. of MACsby Type
Private Housing
Public Housing

































































































Note : (a) Building without lifts and usually under 6 stoegs.
(b) Includes co-operative housing and housing estaton run by bodies
other than HA or HS.
(c) Figures in Brackets are the grand total of premdi & month.(d) The Total np. of Private Building MACsis 2,72 (i.c. total of
Columns A to E ).
Complied by City and N.T. Administration
Date : 21st February 1983
(Reproduced from " Reprt on the Pilot Schemeon Private Building management", Yea Ha Tei Bistrict Office, Septamter, 1993)
(c) The total no. of Public Housing MACsis 1,012 (i.e. tota) of ColumnsF to I)
(f) In fiqures in Colura N do not cover industrial buildings, hawker areas and
the marix population.(g) Figres in Colura O are quoted from the report " EN 1981 Consus - Living
Qamters, Houcchold and Poealation bt type of Living Quarter and District
Eoavd Aconstinancy Avea " comple by the Census and Stetistics Departrent
in April, 1987.
60 115 4 23 3 21 11 24 7 2 4 268 185 65,950 97,87065 95 1 1 5 162 174 18,410 51,339
107 130 1 2 2 1 2 242 169 17,569 61,675
42 22 2 17 32 22 5 3 1 145 22 34,681 48,285
274 362 7 43 3 53 33 29 13 3 12 817 550 136,610 259,219
17 64 1 7 76 23 3 2 8 2 201 107 52,805 95,366
101 291 4 2 396 90 20,327 45,415
100 48 1 2 1 149 84 12,529 34,892
86 212 1 10 1 46 23 2 379 149 51,796 97,711
65 16 8 15 48 133 1 1 1 287 46 85,497 108,772
35 34 27 17 64 134 12 2 1 4 325 65 115,029 137,928
404 665 37 49 6 234 290 33 5 9 10 5 1,737 541 337,983 520,084
678 1,027 44 92 9 287 323 67 18 9 13 17 2,554 1,091 474,593 779,303
155 133 70 2 5 89 54 13 14 3 1 543 76
38,353 124,677
21 12 21 4 2 60 21 29,278
26,219
38 20 2 2 33 3 6 2 3 106 5 30,800 41,805
143 22 1 1 1 6 2 2 176 25 13,746 42,325
147 14 1 5 12 2 1 181 9 11,095
15,856
63 3 13 1 79 1 5,140 25,949
5 5 8 13 1 31 11 3,415
9,504
2 1 7 1 11 3 656 10,870
574 207 73 6 19 164 65 21 53 5 8 1 1,187 151 182,493 297,205
1,252 1,234 117 98 28 431 388 8 71 14 21 18 3,741 1,242 657,07 1,076,508
(1,245) (1,230) (117) (98) (26) (448) (387) (8) (70) (14) (27) (17) (3,724) (1,224)
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APPENDIX (D)
The Standing Committee on Deed of
utua Covenants of Hong Kong Housing
Objectives
(1) To protect and to promote the benefits of flat/house owners by es-
tablishing fair terms in the Deed of Mutual Covenants
(2) To promote the living conditions/environment bythe mutual co-oper-
ation of all owners and
(3) To work co-operatively with the Authorities concerned for the ach-
ievement of stability and prosperity of Hong Kong.
Membership
All resident organizations including Mutual Aid Committee, Owners' Cor-
poration, Owners' Association, etc. may become a member of the Committee




MEMORANDUM FOR EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
MANAGEMENT IN
PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this Memorandum is to inform Members of the pro-
blems besetting the management of private residential multi-storey
buildings and to propose a programme of action designed to improve the
situation.
BACKGROUND
2 Private buildings form over halt of the i erri zory s nuus rid b wuK s
accomodating about half of the population. However, for a variety of
reasons (which are explained in the following paragraphs), their mana-
gement is poor. There are fire and health hazards illegal alterations
and structures on rooftops and podiums poor maintenance of communal
parts security problems and unlawful uses. In the old, downtown areas,
many buildings are deterionating into permanent slums
3 Current measures to check the deterioration of private buildings
and to improve their management include law enforcement efforts by
Government departments (including the Building Ordinance Office, Lands
Department, Fire Services Department, Urban Services Department, Police
and Labour Department), advice and assistance provided by the liaison
staff of District Offices to residents, and the formation of Owners
Corporations and Mutual Aid Committees. Experience has, however, shown
that these measures have not produced the desired impact on the situa-
tion for the following reasons-
la) Fraqmented and unco-ordinated law enforcement
4 Various legislation relating to private building management is
enforced by different departments in pursuance of separate aims and
different priorities. Apart from resource constraints, there is a lack
of co-ordination of enforcement action.
(h) Proliferation of Illegal Building WorKs
5 The proliferation of illegal extensions, alterations and struc-
tures has almost become a fact of life in urban Hong Kong. The magni-
tude of the problem is such that BOO is compelled to confine its enfor-
cement action to buildings with occupation permits issued after 31 July
1975. For buildings erected before this date, only those unauthorized
works constituting danger to life and limb are to be purged. Notwith
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standing this limited objective. little progress has been made to im-
prove the situation because of insufficient staff to cope with a pro-
blem requiring enormous resources. There is thus a current backlog of
20,000 cases, which continues to grow by about 500 a month.
(c) Difficulties faced by Owners' Coporations and
other management bodies
6 While Owners' Corporations are the most effective management
bodies in private buildings. their formation is hampered by the legal
requirement that a resolution needs to be passed by the owners of at
least 50% of the shares in a building in order to appoint a management
committee for the purpose of registering an OC. Although a management
committee may be appointed at a meeting convened in accordance with a
court order applied for by the owners of not less than 20% of the shares
or by the Attorney General, the Porcedures involved are cumbersome and
time-consuming, thus effectivly stifiling the initiative of the organi-
zers. In any event the effectiveness of OCs and other management bodies
formed by residents is affected by a whole range of problems such as
the poor design and condition of the building; difficulty in the col*
lection of management fees or contributions to maintenance cost; unco-
operative attitude of owners and tenants; ignorance of owners' rights
and obligations under the Multi-storey Buildings (Owners Incorporation)
Ordinance; the often irksome and time-consuming work of OC office-
bearers; fear of retaliation or embarrassment; abuse of OC's powers
and lack of management skills or integrity on the part of the manage-
ment body office-bearers, etc.
NEED FOR MORE POSITIVE GOVERNMENT ACTION
7 Although the management of these private buildings is the res-
ponsibility of the owners, more positive assistance to private mana-
gement bodies to stimulate a more effective self-help process among
owners and tenants needs to be given for the following reasons-
(a) the lives of the very large number of people living in private
buildings are deeply affected by poor management or absence of
management, and redevelopment to imporve their living conditions
is nearly always neither practicable nor viable;
(b) degeneration of individual private buildings leads to the deter-
ioration of the more general environment, posing a variety of
risks to the community. There is a responsibilityto forestall
this and, indeed, there is a strong public feeling that Govern-
ment should increase its activities in this area; and
(c)effective building management will reduce the prevalence of
breaches of lease conditions and laws relating to health and
safety, and hence ecforcement action will be easier and the need
for it less. It will also improve security and reduce crime.
YAU MA TEI PILOT SCHEME
8 in view of the gravity of the problem, the City & New Territories
Administration commissioned a pilot scheme in the Yau Ma Tei District
to test the usefulness of establishing a District Co-ordinator to take
effective and concerted action designed to improve the management and
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maintenance of private buildings. Subsequently, a district team with
representatives from Lands Department, Buildings Ordinance Office,
Fire Services Department, Urban Services Department, Royal Hong Kong
Police Force, Labour Department, Urban Area Development Office and
the District Office of Yau Ma Tei was formed. A Housing Manager from
the Housing Department was seconded to co-ordinate the scheme with
the support of the District Officer.
9 The scheme lasted for six months from December 1982 to May 1983.
An examination of the results indicated that considerable improvement
was made in the management of the target buildings involved. Apart
from highlighting the many problems in private buildings, the co-
ordination team recommended, inter alia,mthat the Multi-storey Build-
ings (Owners Incorporation) Ordinance should be amended to make it
easier for owners' corpoorations to be formed and that advisory
and inspection teams consisting of professional management staff,
headed by a district co-ordinator and working under the District Offi-
cer, should be established in all districts to help residents improve
the management of their buildings and to co-ordinate the enforcement
efforts of various departments concerned. It also recommended that
the district teams should be supported by an overall co-ordination
team based in CNTA Headquarters.
RECOMMENDATIONS
10 In the light of the foregoing, a many pronged programme of action
is proposed. Some of the proposals are administrative and organizational,
others will involve a change in the law. If Members so advise, follow-
up action as appropriate will be taken, and further reference to the
Council on specific legislative proposals will be made.
Legislative amendments
(a) Multi-storey Buildings (Owners Incorporation)
Ordinance (Chapter 344)
11 The Ordinance should be amended to authorize the Secretary for
District Administration, upon application by the owners of not less
than 20% of the shares in a building, to require the convening of a
meeting of owners, to appoint a management committee. This would re-
place the present provision whereby the District Court may make such
an order. In addition, those tenants who hold a lease which is for
at least two years and which will not expire for six months should
be entitled to vote and join the OC in the management of the build-
ing. Tenants should, however, not exceed 50% of the management com-
mittee members. The effects of these proposals will be firstly to
allow a greater number of OCs to be formed and, secondly, to enable
long-term tenants to play a part in management matters.
12 Provisions should be made for the minimum management standards
that an OC is legally bound to observe. This should take the form of
a Code of Practice covering the following areas:
(i) detailed responsibilities of the OC office-bearers, and
sanctions for neglecting these duties
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(ii) duties of the Management Committee
(iii) tendering the purchasing procedures
(iv) size of the Management Committee of an OC in relation to
the number of units in the building
(v) detailed procedures for the conduct of General Meetings
of an OC and its Management Committee and
(vi) rates for the remuneration of OC office-bearers.
13 There should be provision to empower the Secretary for District
Administration to inspect the accounts of OCs and prosecute the OC
office-bearers for non-compliance with the Code of Practice. In cases
where an OC totally fails to manage a building, the Secretary for
District Administration, on the advice of the District Board, should
be able to dissolve the Management Committee of the OC and appoint an
agent to take over the management of the building with the cost charged
to the owners.
(b) Land Registration Fees Regulation
14 To facilitate the formation of OCs, the present charge of $5
for the search of each register card in the Land Office (as stipula-
ted under the Land Registration Fees Regulations) which prospective
OC members must undertake in order to ascertain the names of the owners
of their building should be waived.
(c) Buildings Ordinance (Chapter 123)
15 For buildings with occupation permits issued on or aster a sti
pulated date (say 1 January 1985), there should be legal provision to
require the flat owners to employ a registered competent person to
certify annually that he has regularly inspected the building and that
no illegal structures or alterations have taken place. The provisions
should be extended to older buildings when the situation in new build-
ings has come under control. It is also porposed to examine the possi-
bility of amending the Ordinance to define those classes of minor
building works which could be exempted from the full Buildings Ordin-
anrP Procedures.
Administrative measures
16 The Buildings Ordinance Office will take immediate actiUrl or'
illegal works which present an obvious and immediate danger to life
and limb or have created conditions which are environmentally so poor
as to warrant action. Criteria for defining the latter category of
cases should be laid down by a high-powered inter-departmental com-
mittee which should take advice from District Boards. It would also
examine minor breaches of the Ordinance on a case by case basis with
a view to making a recommendation to the relevant authority on whether
or not to prosecute.
17 District Co-ordination Teams (see Paragraph 9) should be esta-
blished in each district. Each team will consist of a Housing Manager,
an Assistant Housing Manager and two Housing Assistants, and will be
supported by the liaison staff of District Office.
18 District Boards 5 on the recommendations of District Management
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Committees, will decide on a programme of buildings to be dealt with
by District Co-ordination Team in order of priority.
19 A central co-ordinating unit based in CNTA Headquarters will also
be needed. It should be headed by a Senior Housing Manager assisted by
a Housing Manager, and work closely with the Buildings Ordinance Office
and the Registrar General's Department.
20 The establishment of District Co-ordination Teams should proceed
according to a phased programme so as to allow adjustment to be made
to the scheme in the light of working experience. Priority should be
given to district where the situation is comparatively more serious.
STAFFING AND FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
21 The revenue that would be lost to Government as a result of
waiving the Land Office search fee is estimated to be in the region
of $60,000 to $70,000 per annum.
22 The annual staff costs (including on-costs) at mid-1984 prices
of each district team and the headquarters co-ordination unit are
estimated tp be $0.95 million and $0.97 million respectively. It is
envisaged that district teams will be established in up to six dis-
tricts in the initial stage and in thirteen districts upon full deve-
lopment of the scheme. The annual staff cost of Phasel of the programme
is estimated to be $6.7 million and upon full development $13.3 million
at mid-1984 prices. The establishment of the district teams will be
subject to the availability of resources.
PUBLIC REACTION
23 The programme will be seen as a positive effort on the part of
the Government to improve the present unsatisfactory situation in pri-
vate building management. Although the proposals should be welcomed
by the majority of the public, a small number of individual owners or
tenants may complain about the financial burden resulting from the
proposed payment of fees to OC office-bearers, or if it is necessary
to appoint agents to take over the management of their buildings.The
proposal that a high powered interdepartmental committee may recommend
prosecution of illegal alterations under the Building Ordinance might
also cause concern amongst flat owners as they might have bought flats
containing illegal alterations that had been carried out by previous
owners without knowing it themselves.
24 District Boards will welcome the proposals which represent one
of the steps taken by Government to expand their responsibility for
urban management. It is also likely that the proposals will receive
a positive response from other interested groups concerned with build-
ing management.
PUBLICITY
25 The nrooosals, if accepted, should be widely publicised in order
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to encourage owners and tenants to take more initiative to improve
conditions in their buildings. The publicity would also stress the
background and rationale behind the proposals.
ADVICE SOUGHT
26 Members will be asked to advise whether the proposals at para-
graphs 10-20 should be approved.
COUNCIL CHAMBER
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EXECUTIVE COUNCIL DECISION ON 2.10.84
The Council considered memorandum XCC(84)108.
The Council ADVISED and the Governor ORDERED:
That the Administration should
proceed along the lines of the
proposals in paragraphs 10 to 20
of the memorandum, but without
making a public commitment to
these proposals as its definitive
policy intentions and that a
further submission on the subject
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